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Abstract: Among the top causes of mortality for women worldwide is breast cancer. With the emergence of non-invasive imaging 

technology known as breast thermography, it is possible to know abnormalities in breast that may lead to breast cancer over a period of 

time. Therefore, early detection of breast cancer probability could save lives and get rid of such cancer altogether. At the same time, 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become a technology innovation for solving problems in healthcare domain. In this context, it is 

indispensable to exploit AI enabled methods such as deep learning and breast thermography for early detection of breast cancer. However, 

the research is this paper is confined to breast Region of Interest (ROI) segmentation using deep learning to facilitate mechanisms for breast 

cancer screening later. Existing deep learning model named atrous convolution is found suitable for semantic segmentation. Our deep 

learning system, ROISegNet, was suggested for automated segmentation of ROI from breast thermogram imagery. Our framework uses 

atrous convolution as part of encoder and designs decoder module for leveraging efficiency in semantic segmentation. We proposed an 

algorithm named Learning based Breast ROI Segmentation (LbBROIS) to realize our framework. Our empirical study made with the 

benchmark dataset DMR-IR revealed with, ROISegNet outperforms existing models such as VGG19, ResNet50, InceptionV3 and Atrous 

Convolution with highest accuracy 98.63%.  

Keywords: Deep Learning, Region of Interest Segmentation, Breast Cancer, Atrous Convolution, Sematic Image Segmentation  

1. Introduction  

Among women worldwide, one of the most common 

malignancies to receive a diagnosis is breast cancer [1]. In 

women, breast cancer accounted for more than 15% of all 

cases of cancer-related deaths of late [2]. Imaging 

methods, medical professionals, and self-examination are 

all useful in identifying breast problems. The only way to 

determine if cancer is present or absent is by a biopsy [4]. 

Many breast imaging modalities, including ultrasound and 

mammography, are currently being used to detect breast 

cancer early. The most used screening method is 

mammography due to its high detectability, affordability, 

and passably accurate results. Mammograms are a very 

accurate imaging technique that may be used to identify 

and classify breast cancer. Nonetheless, there are few 

instances when it is known to work poorly, particularly in 

individuals with thick breast tissue. In addition, young 

women may experience severe ionizing radiation adverse 

effects. Furthermore, mammography is known to have 

difficulty picking up tiny lesions smaller than 2 mm. 

Because of these drawbacks, thermography—a newly 

developed method for screening for breast cancer—is 

much sought after. A low-cost, non-invasive, non-

inclusive, radiation-free method is thermography [2]. 

Thus, it can be used to detect breast cancer in its early 

stages in young women and those with large breasts.Since 

all biological things release infrared (IR) radiation above 

absolute zero, this is the central hypothesis of 

thermography. For the purposes of breast thermography, 

an infrared thermal camera transforms infrared radiation 

into electrical impulses that are shown as a thermo 

gram.Its unique temperature scale highlights potential 

abnormalities and makes them stand out from normal 

tissue [17]. Compared to mammography, breast 

thermography has a number of benefits, such as its 

comfort for male patients, its efficacy in all age groups, 

and its capacity to operate with thick breast tissue. Breast 

cancer can be detected early because to thermography's 

reputation for being rapid, safe and accurate. Breast area 

segmentation is an essential step in any breast cancer 

detection system. It is a method of separating the breast 

region from other body areas in thermal images [16]. The 

excised region must contain, as much as possible, all 

breast tissues, ducts, lobules, and lymph nodes. The 

procedure of segmenting breasts can be done entirely 

manually or entirely automatically. Most scientific 

research opts to use a manual or semi-automated method 

to remove the breast area extraction procedure due to the 

amorphous nature of each breast and the absence of 

distinct borders in these kinds of pictures.Scientific 

studies over the past few decades have concentrated on 

machine learning techniques related to thermography-

based breast cancer diagnosis; some researchers have 

focused on identifying the size and location of tumors, but 
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other researchers have focused on characteristics such as 

breast quadrants and collection techniques. Deep learning 

is one machine learning method that uses multilayer 

convolutional neural networks (CNN). Features may be 

automatically extracted from a training dataset via deep 

learning [18]. Researchers have used CNNs to diagnose 

breast cancer with encouraging results in recent years. In 

the past, CNNs were not frequently used for the thermal 

imaging-based breast cancer detection process because of 

their inferior efficiency when compared to textural or 

statistical features, or maybe because of their high 

computational weight [3]. In recent years, CNNs were 

thought to be among the best methods for pattern 

recognition.During the training process of CNN models, 

the thermal picture includes unnecessary regions such as 

the neck, shoulder, chess, and other body parts that act as 

noise. The poor spatial resolution of thermography 

pictures makes them challenging to interpret. As a result, 

extracting the breast region from the thermal images is 

essential since the segmentation findings have a 

significant impact on the classification process's outcome. 

Breast cancer, as was previously said, is considered to be 

one of the leading causes of death for women. Therefore, 

early detection is crucial to save lives. Thermography 

imaging, which uses infrared technology, is an effective 

diagnostic technique for the detection of breast cancer; 

however, the radiologist's interpretation of the 

thermogram determines the thermogram's usefulness. To 

the best of our knowledge, the earlier work has several 

shortcomings. These comprise: (1) limitations related to 

the dataset; (2) researches of related work that segmented 

the breast area manually or without consideration before 

classification; (3) segmentation models that eliminated 

parts of the breast; and (4) researches that assessed their 

model solely based on the accuracy metric. But, in the 

event that the dataset is unbalanced, a high accuracy rate 

does not guarantee that the model can distinguish between 

all classes equally. Our paper is limited to the 

segmentation of the breast area using thermal images. 

Little research has been done on breast ROI segmentation 

using deep learning with encoder-decoder architecture, 

according to the literature survey. Here are the things we 

have contributed. 

1. We proposed a deep learning framework known as 

ROISegNet for automatic segmentation of ROI from 

breast thermogram imagery. Our framework uses 

atrous convolution as part of encoder and designs 

decoder module for leveraging efficiency in 

semantic segmentation.  

2. We proposed an algorithm named Learning based 

Breast ROI Segmentation (LbBROIS) to put our 

framework into practice.  

 

3. We developed a program to assess ROISegNet. Our 

empirical study made with the benchmark dataset 

DMR-IR revealed that, ROISegNet outperforms 

existing models such as VGG19, ResNet50, 

InceptionV3 and Atrous Convolution. 

This is how the rest of the paper is organized. In Section 

2, previous research on semantic picture segmentation in 

thermal images of breasts is reviewed. Our methodology 

and underlying structure are presented in Section 3. 

Section 4 reports on our empirical study's findings. 

Section 5 not only outlines certain limitations but also 

explores the relevance of our technique. Our task is 

concluded in Section 6.  

2. Related Work 

This section reviews prior works on thermal image based 

breast segmentation towards breast cancer diagnosis. 

Karthiga and Narasimhan [1] explored a new 

thermography technique that uses machine learning and 

infrared images to identify breast cancer. Cubic SVM 

yields accuracy rate with improved ROI selection, 

morphological procedures, and curvelet transform. Yadav 

and Jadhav [2] used radiation-free thermal infrared 

imaging that helps in early illness detection by 

Thermography. Thermal scan analysis by machine 

learning offers more efficient non-invasive medical 

diagnostic options than mammography. Cauce et al. [3] 

suggested a novel approach to identifying breast cancer 

uses a multi-input CNN to blend personal/clinical data 

with thermal imaging, greatly increasing diagnosis 

accuracy. Macedo et al. [4] diagnosed breast cancer is 

critical, and mammography is painful even when it works 

well. Accuracy in breast thermography is increased with 

machine learning support. Abhisheka et al. [5] observed 

that with more than 2.1 million diagnoses each year, (BC) 

is a global challenge. Improved survival rates depend 

heavily on early diagnosis, which is made possible by AI-

based methods. The study intends to direct future research 

toward the creation of automated, dependable BC 

diagnosis models. 

Tsietso et al. [6] opined that an important global problem 

is breast cancer, which highlights the need of early 

detection. With the combination of clinical data and 

several perspectives of breast thermograms, this study 

presents a multi-input CADx system. Improved sensitivity 

in the results point to a potentially safer and less expensive 

screening method. Rajinikanth et al. [7] found that it is 

critical to diagnose breast cancer early. With the use of 

breast thermal images, this work creates an automated 

detection method that uses a Decision-Tree classifier to 

achieve over accuracy. Houssein et al. [8] stated that being 

the primary cause of mortality for women, breast cancer 

necessitates precise early identification. With a focus on 

trends and problems, this paper examines machine and 
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deep learning applications in multi-modal medical 

imaging. Mashekova et al. [9] affected people of both 

genders and requires early detection with BC. Improved 

technology has led to a rise in interest in thermography 

despite its limits. Although it needs more research and 

development, artificial intelligence improves accuracy. 

Resmini et al. [10] highlighted how important early 

detection is. A non-invasive technique that shows promise 

for screening and diagnosis is thermography. The 

presented technique shows promise, and further 

developments are recommended. 

Houssein et al. [11] helped to identify aberrant 

temperature variations that may be indicative of breast 

cancer. An improved chimp optimization algorithm 

(IChOA) outperforms competitors in terms of 

performance metrics and accuracy when it comes to 

picture segmentation. Larger datasets and machine 

learning hybridization are the goals of future study. 

Lakshman et al. [12] highlighted the increasing number of 

instances of carcinoma and highlights its high death rate 

and severity. When it comes to carcinoma detection, 

Random Forest performs better than Support Vector 

Machine, with a higher accuracy rate. Zeiser et al. [13] 

accreted diagnosis of breast cancer is aided by the CNN 

model DeepBatch, which improves WSI segmentation. 

With promise for other malignancies, it improves cellular 

interpretation. Pre-training of ResNet-50, multimodal 

exploration, detection of micrometastases, and ethical 

issues are the future objectives. Rezaei et al. [14] 

improved survival rates from breast cancer, a worldwide 

hazard to women, depend on early identification. With an 

emphasis on 2016–2020, this research examines image-

based diagnostic techniques. Complexity, expense, 

reliance on humans, and accuracy are challenges. Future 

paths prioritize tackling large data difficulties, taking 

patient information into account, and merging modalities. 

Liu et al. [15] achieved higher accuracy than previous 

approaches by putting out a deformable attention VGG19 

model for automatic metastasis prediction of axillary 

lymph nodes in breast cancer CECT images. Through 

daily diagnostic support, the algorithm lessens the effort 

for clinicians. Three-dimensional analysis, enhanced 

lesion detection, and multi-center validation are the goals 

of future research. 

Krithiga and Geetha [16] issued with sensitivity and 

specificity are highlighted while comparing the prediction 

of breast cancer recurrence using deep learning and 

machine learning. With an emphasis on accuracy gains 

and possible big data analytics applications, the paper 

evaluates several features and approaches for 

histopathology image interpretation. Sharma et al. [17] 

approached utilizing shearlet transform and superpixel-

based ROI segmentation is suggested for the identification 

of anomalies in breast thermograms. Reaches a high 

degree of classification precision and resilience against 

false coloration. Bai et al. [18] used by deep learning in 

breast cancer screening, particularly in conjunction with 

digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), transforms diagnostic 

imaging and ensures technological flexibility. Yousefi et 

al. [19] addressed the difficulties in basis selection and 

presents Deep-SemiNMF for breast cancer thermography. 

With an accuracy rate of 71.36%, the model has notable 

categorization capability. Chen et al. [20] combined the 

subject expertise of radiologists to provide a breast cancer 

CEUS video classification model that achieves 86.3% 

accuracy sensitivity. 

Tariq et al. [21] innovated in medical imaging improve 

early detection of breast cancer. Effective computer-aided 

detection is made possible by AI and computer vision, 

which categorize anomalies from imaging modalities. 

Bakx et al. [22] evaluated a deep learning model to 

segment breast cancer radiation, guaranteeing both 

qualitative and quantitative analysis for therapeutic use. 

Yadav et al. [23] investigated the use of deep learning, 

machine learning, and hybrid techniques for breast cancer 

diagnosis using Wisconsin databases and mammography 

datasets. Among classifiers, SVM has the best accuracy. 

Dimension reduction and ensemble machine learning 

approaches may be used in future studies. Li and Lu [24] 

suggested a model that uses U-Net for segmentation and 

ResNet101 or MobileNetV2 for the detection of breast 

cancer. The competitive results help pathologists identify 

patients quickly and accurately. Kadry et al. [25] created 

a computer program that uses the Slime Mold Algorithm 

and Watershed Segmentation to identify breast tumours in 

MRI slices. Image performance metrics are used to show 

clinical importance. 

Peng et al. [26] improved results by applying deep 

learning radiology to examine patient treatment in 

advanced breast cancer. Larger datasets and ideal 

architecture are needed to overcome challenges in 

ultrasound-based deep learning. Multimodal analysis is 

advised for future study. Krishna and George [27] 

suggested a portable infrared imaging system that 

combines thermography, machine learning, and real-time 

communication to monitor breast health in isolated areas. 

Future plans call for improving accessibility, growing the 

dataset, and adding more perspectives to create a more 

complete CAD system. Pereira et al. [28] suggested by 

using breast thermography for cancer detection with 

improved attribute selection. Positive outcomes point to 

the possibility of increased generality and accuracy. Age 

limits and a small database size are among the limitations. 

Plans for the future include growing the dataset and 

investigating additional characteristics and selection 

techniques. Meenalochini and kumar [29] highlighted the 

critical significance mammography plays in the early 

identification of breast cancer. It examines machine 
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learning methods with an emphasis on how well they 

classify data. Similar kind of research was found in [30].  

Ibrahim et al. [31] explained a technique for segmenting 

breast cancer from thermal pictures by tweaking quick-

shift settings and applying the suggested Chaotic Salp 

Swarm Algorithm (CSSA). Strong segmentation results 

for breast cancer diagnosis are obtained by the CSSA 

method, which improves convergence and accuracy. 

Kakileti et al. [32] highlighted the value of thermal 

imaging for early breast cancer diagnosis. To achieve 

precise, view-independent segmentation, it suggests a 

cascaded CNN architecture and shows a high dice index. 

Husaini et al. [33] emphasized the importance of breast 

cancer and the need for early detection techniques. 

Combining AI with thermography has potential. Review 

topics are presented together with open research 

questions. Raghavendra et al. [34] developed at critical 

times and is more common in women by BC. 

Thermography facilitates analysis. This research reviews 

how computer-aided diagnosis improves accuracy. 

Farooq and Corcoran [35] enhanced by human 

thermography, an essential medical instrument. COVID-

19 and cancer detection are made easier with the use of 

infrared thermography. In classifying breast tumours, the 

proposed CNN method achieves 80% accuracy. 

Singh et al. [36] explored on early identification of breast 

cancer probability. Together with mammography, 

infrared breast thermography facilitates painless, non-

invasive diagnostics. Reliability is improved by machine 

learning. Kakileti et al. [37] addressed breast cancer, a 

major cause of death that is particularly prevalent in 

underdeveloped countries due to delayed identification. 

The study lays the groundwork for validation on a larger 

and more varied population in the future. Ruiz et al. [38] 

suggested an automatic technique that uses statistical 

characteristics to achieve competitive for the 

categorization of breast thermography images. Future 

research aims to extract all textural characteristics from 

GLCM and explore the use of CNN—a type of deep 

learning—as a feature extractor. Mahmood et al. [39] 

highlighted the difficulties in diagnosing breast cancer 

because of misunderstandings and calls for effective deep 

learning-based techniques. The study evaluates 

segmentation, classification, and modality and suggests 

enhancements for consistent results. Gomathi et al. [40] 

presented Adaptive Median Filter and Unsupervised 

Anisotropic-Feature Transformation as a means of 

automating breast cancer diagnosis. Prospective outcomes 

in identifying variants impacted by cancer and the 

possibility of identifying breast cancer are demonstrated 

by the suggested method, which stimulates more 

investigations. As may be seen from the literature review, 

there is little research on breast ROI segmentation using 

deep learning with encoder-decoder architecture.  

3. Proposed Framework 

Our deep learning framework was suggested known as 

ROISegNet for automatic division of ROI from breast 

thermograms. The framework is based on the design of 

encoder-decoder made up of atrous convolution as part of 

encoder and a customized decoder network. The given 

input breast thermal image is subjected to efficient 

segmentation to obtain ROI (breast region) which helps in 

automatic detection of abnormalities that might lead to 

breast cancer in future. In other words, working with 

thermograms has potential to detect probability of breast 

cancer early. In this context, the proposed deep learning 

framework ROISegNet, shown in Figure 1, assumes 

significance. The process of extracting dense features for 

semantic segmentation using atrous convolution is an 

important part of the framework. 

3.1 Dense Feature Extraction 

Semantic segmentation tasks have shown to be 

successfully completed by Fully Convolutional Deep 

Convolutional Neural Nets (DCNNs) [42] when applied 

[43]. Despite thisthe spatial resolution of the resultant 

feature maps is greatly reduced by the repetitive 

combination of max-pooling and striding at successive 

layers of these networks, usually by a factor of 32 in each 

direction in modern DCNNs [44], [45] have used 

deconvolutional layers to regain the spatial resolution. 

Alternatively, we suggest utilizing atrous convolution, 

which was initially developed in [46] for effectively 

computing the undecimated wavelet transform and was 

previously used by [47] in the context of DCNN. As per 

Eq. 1, for two-dimensional signals, an intense convolution 

is performed at every point i over the output y and a filter 

w over the input feature map x. 

𝑦[𝑖] = ∑ 𝑥[𝑖 + 𝑟. 𝑘]𝑤[𝑘]𝑘    (1) 

Convolution with up sampled filters, which is known as 

atrous convolution, and it is produced by inserting r - 1 

zeros between each subsequent filter value along each 

spatial dimension. This is the same as sampling the input 

signal at an r-step pace. By adjusting the rate value via 

atrous convolution, the filter's field of view may be 

changed adaptively. Whereas Rate r = 1 is a specific 

instance of conventional convolution. 
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Fig 1: Proposed deep learning framework named ROISegNet for ROI segmentation from breast thermograms 

Additionally, we may deliberately regulate the density at 

which feature responses in fully convolutional networks 

are computed thanks to atrous convolution. Here, the 

output stride shows the proportion of the spatial resolution 

of the input image to the final output resolution. The final 

feature responses (before fully connected layers or global 

pooling) for the DCNNs [44], [45] used for the image 

classification task are 32 times smaller than the input 

picture dimension, yielding an output stride of 32. In order 

to avoid signal decimation, the final pooling or 

convolutional layer's resolution-reducing stride is set to 1 

in order to obtain a maximum of 16 output strides 

(doubling the spatial density of computed feature 

responses in the DCNNs). Atrous convolutional layers 

with rate r = 2 then replace all ensuing convolutional 

layers. As a result, we can extract denser feature responses 

without having to pick up any new skills. Kindly consult 

[48] for further information. 

3.2. Design of Atrous Convolution 

Firstly, we investigate the design of atrous convolution 

modules stacked in a cascade configuration. More 

precisely, what we do is duplicate the last ResNet block 

and arrange them in a cascade. These blocks have final 

convolution and three 3 × 3 convolutions apart from the 

one in the final block contains stride 2, much like the 

original ResNet. This approach is motivated by the fact 

that long-range information may be easily captured in the 

deeper blocks thanks to the striding that has been 

included. For instance, the final small resolution feature 

map might provide an overview of the whole picture 

feature. Consequently, Atrous convolution is carried out 

at rates that are based on the desired output stride value. 

Nevertheless, we see that the consecutive striding ruins 

detail information, which is harmful for semantic 

segmentation. We test cascading ResNet blocks up to 

block 7 in this suggested model which has an output stride 

of 256 in the absence of an atrous convolution. In the 

suggested model, we use different atrous rates within 

blocks 4 to 7 due to our inspiration from multi-grid 

approaches, which use a hierarchy of grids of varying 

sizes [49], [50]. To be specific, we specify the speeds at 

which the three convolutional layers operate in blocks 4 

through 7 as Multi Grid = (r1, r2, r3). Unit rate multiplied 

by corresponding rate yields atrous pace at which the 

convolutional layer ends. The rates of the three 

convolutions in block 4 will be, for instance, 2 * (1, 2, 4) 

= (2, 4, 8) with output stride = 16 and multi grid = (1, 2, 

4). 

3.3. Pyramid Pooling 

We re-examine the concept of atrous spatial pyramid 

pooling (ASPP) introduced in [48], which applies four 

concurrent feature map featuring atrous convolutions with 

different atrous rates. The effectiveness of spatial pyramid 

pooling [51], [52] in reliably and efficiently identifying 
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areas of an arbitrary scale via resampling characteristics at 

multiple scales served as the model for ASPP. We 

incorporate batch normalization into ASPP, which sets us 

apart from [48]. Multiple scale data is efficiently captured 

by ASPP with varying atrous rates. As the sample rate 

increases, we discover that there are less valid filter 

weights—that is, weights that are not applied to padded 

zeros, but rather to the valid feature region. As seen in Fig. 

4, a 3 × 3 filter applied to a 65 x 65 feature map with 

different atrous rates yields the desired result. As only the 

center filter weight is functional, the 3 × 3 filter 

degenerates to a basic 1 × 1 filter when the feature map 

size is close to the rate value in an extreme scenario rather 

than collecting the entire picture context. 

We use image-level features, akin to [53], to get around 

this issue and provide global context information to the 

model. To be more precise, after applying batch 

normalization and global average pooling to the model's 

final feature map, we bilinearly upsample the image-level 

features to the appropriate spatial dimension and input 

them into a 1 × 1 convolution with 256 filters [54]. Finally, 

our enhanced ASPP is composed of (a) the image-level 

features (Fig. 5), and (b) one 1 x1 When the output stride 

is 16, there is a convolution and three 3 × 3 convolutions 

with speeds of 6, 12, and 18. They all have batch 

normalization and 256 filters. Recall that when output 

stride equals 8, rates double. After the features from each 

branch are concatenated, they go through a final 1 x 1 

convolution that yields the final logits, followed by 

another 1 x 1 convolution (this time with 256 filters and 

batch normalization). 

3.4 Decoder Design 

The final feature map that encoder computes, which 

includes both image-level and ASPP features, is referred 

to as the final feature map.  [k × k, f] is the name of the 

convolution operation that uses kernel k × k and f filters. 

In training and assessment, ResNet-101 [55] as a basis 

When output stride = 16, the logits are bilinearly 

upsampled by 16. This simple bilinear upsampling, a 

naïve decoder design, produces improved performance—

1.2% more accurate than training without this crude 

decoder. To build on this fundamental basis, our proposed 

architecture (Figure 1) places the encoder output with the 

decoder module on top. Three regions are examined by the 

decoder module to consider alternative design options. 

First, the encoder module's low-level feature map's 

channels are minimized using a 1 × 1 convolution. 

Secondly, a 3 x 3 convolution is used to provide 

segmentation results that are more accurate. Thirdly, the 

choice of low-level encoder characteristics. In particular, 

utilizing the final feature map in the res2x residual block 

and the Conv2 features from the ResNet-101 network 

backbone, we assess the impact of the 1 × 1 convolution 

in the decoder module [3 × 3, 256]. Reducing the number 

of channels to 48 or 32 in the encoder module's low-level 

feature map improves performance. Hence, for channel 

reduction, we choose [1 × 1, 48]. 

The 3 x 3 convolutional architecture for the module 

decoder is then designed, and the better ROI segmentation 

is witnessed. We discover that utilizing two 3×3 

convolutions with 256 filters is more successful than using 

just one or three convolutions following the encoding of 

the encoder feature map with the Conv2 feature map 

(before to striding). Performance is decreased when one 

changes the kernel size from 3 × 3 to 1 x 1 or the number 

of filters from 256 to 128. We also test the scenario in 

which the decoder module uses feature maps from both 

Conv2 and Conv3. This example involves gradually 

upsampling two times the decoder feature map, 

concatenating it with Conv3 first, then Conv2, then 

refining each using the [3 × 3, 256] operation. After that, 

the entire decoding process resembles the U-Net/SegNet 

architecture [56]. We haven't noticed any appreciable 

improvement, though. Ultimately, we utilize the 

extremely basic yet efficient decoder module: two [3 × 3, 

256] operations refine the joining together of the channel-

reduced Conv2 the encoder feature map as well as the 

feature map. Take note that the output stride = 4 of our 

suggested model. Because of the restricted GPU 

resources, we have not investigated output feature maps 

with richer content (i.e., output stride < 4). 

3.5 Proposed Algorithm  

We proposed an algorithm named Learning based Breast 

ROI Segmentation (LbBROIS) to realize our framework. 

Algorithm 1 outlines our algorithm and its modus 

operandi.  

Algorithm: Learning based Breast ROI Segmentation 

(LbBROIS) 

Input: DMR-IR dataset D 

Output: Breast ROI segmentation results R, 

performance statistics P 

1. Begin 

2. (T1, T2)DataSplit(D) 

3. Build ROISegNet 

4. Add encoder network 

5. Add decoder network  

6. Compile ROISegNet 

7. LFGet low level features from encoder(T1) 

8. FDense feature extraction by encoder(T1) 

9. F’Concatenate(LR, F) 

10. Train the model  

11. RROISegmentation(F’, T2) 

12. PEvaluation(R, ground truth masks) 

13. Print R 

14. Print P 

15. End 

Algorithm 1: Learning based Breast ROI Segmentation 
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Our algorithm LbBROIS takes DMR-IR dataset D as 

input. It has provision for pre-processing of given dataset 

by splitting it into training and testing datasets. 

ROISegNet is the proposed network which is built and 

compiled. The encoder is made up of Atrous convolution 

that has potential to have probing of convolutional 

features at different scales by employing different rates. It 

generates both image level dense features and also low 

level features. The concatenation of both kinds of features 

leads to final feature map that is employed to educate the 

model. After training the model, it can be persisted and 

used for semantic segmentation of breast ROI from 

thermal images. The model takes test images and the 

decoder helps in refining results of segmentation along 

with boundaries of objects. The suggested model's 

outcomes are contrasted with the ground truth to arrive at 

performance statistics.  

3.6 Evaluation Method 

The suggested model is assessed using number of 

performance metrics that are derived from confusion 

matrix as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Fig 2: Confusion matrix 

Precision is a metric used to compute correctly classified 

pixels’ proportion as positive to all pixels classified as 

positive. This metric is as expressed in Eq. 2.  

Precision (p) = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
       (2) 

Accuracy is another metric used to measure correctly 

classified proportion of pixels in relation with total pixels 

in the given image. This metric is as expressed in Eq. 3. 

Accuracy = 
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
       (3) 

Intersection over union metric, on the other hand, is used 

to find the overlap in the anticipated mask and the 

ground truth mask. It is computed as in Eq. 4.  

IoU =
𝑇𝑃

(TP+FP+FN)
                     (4)  

 

4. Experimental Results 

Our framework ROISegNet is evaluated with a 

benchmark dataset known as DMR-IR [41]. It was 

collected from Hospital of UFF University. In this study 

we used 1000 breast thermograms comprising of both 

positive and negative breast cancer samples divided into 

testing, testing and validation sets. The aim of the 

proposed framework is to perform ROI segmentation that 

is useful further in breast cancer screening.  

4.1 Results  

This section presents results of our empirical study. Figure 

3 shows an excerpt from DMR-IR breast thermograms 

dataset. 

 

Fig 3: An excerpt from DMR breast thermograms 

dataset 

Data augmentation is used to increase data diversity 

towards leveraging training quality besides minimizing 

the overfitting problem. Figure 4 shows a portion of 

results of data augmentation.  
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Fig 4: Results of data augmentation 

The augmented data is given to put the suggested model through training.The model comprises of encoder and decoder 

architectures as illustrated in Figure 1. The model is found efficient in finding region of interest and visualizing the same. 

Figure 5 presents an excerpt from our experimental results in terms of original breast thermogram, ground truth mask and 

predicted mark.  
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Fig 5: An excerpt from the experimental results reflecting ROI segmentation 

ROI segmentation results revealed that the proposed 

model is able to perform segmentation of breast 

thermograms correctly. Based on anomalies discovered 

in the ROI, the resulting segmented pictures may be 

utilized for breast cancer probability detection and 

classification. The outcomes of precise segmentation 

based on ROI are displayed in Figure 6.  

 

Fig 6: Result of segmentation 

Additional evaluations of the suggested model's 

performance are conducted in terms of dice loss, 

accuracy, IoU, and precision. The precise performance of 

the suggested model is displayed in Figure 7. 

 

Fig 7: Performance of the proposed model in terms 

precision 

Precision of the model is presented against number of 

epochs. As the number of epochs is increased, the 

precision value is gradually increased. By the time, it 

reaches 30 epochs the model has converged to highest 

precision. Figure 8 shows accuracy exhibited by the 

proposed model.  

 

Fig 8: Performance of the proposed model in terms 

accuracy 

The model's accuracy is displayed in relation to the 

number of epochs. As the number of epochs is increased, 

the accuracy value is gradually increased. By the time, it 

reaches 30 epochs the model has converged to highest 

accuracy. Figure 9 shows IoU score exhibited by the 

proposed model.  

 

Fig 9: Performance of the proposed model in terms IoU 

score 

IoU of the model is presented against number of epochs. 

As the number of epochs is increased, the IoU value is 

gradually increased. By the time, it reaches 30 epochs the 
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model has converged to highest IoU. Figure 10 shows dice 

loss performance exhibited by the proposed model.  

 

Fig 10: Performance of the proposed model in terms dice 

loss 

Dice loss of the model is presented against number of 

epochs. Lower in dice loss indicates better performance. 

As the number of epochs is increased, the dice loss value 

is gradually decreased. By the time, it reaches 30 epochs 

the model has converged to least dice loss. Table 1 shows 

the converged performance exhibited by the proposed 

model in terms of all evaluation metrics.  

Metric Value 

Mean Accuracy 0.9863 

Mean IoU Score 0.9706 

Mean Precision Score 0.9811 

Mean Dice Loss 0.0213 

Table 1: Shows performance of the proposed model 

Figure 11 displays the performance of the suggested 

approach using several criteria used to evaluate its 

capability in ROI segmentation of brain thermograms.  

 

Fig 11: Performance of the proposed model 

Mean dice loss of the proposed model is 0.0213 which is 

lowest at the last epoch in the model execution. Mean 

precision is 98.11% while the mean IoU score is 97.06%. 

The mean accuracy of the model is 98.63%.  

4.2 Performance Comparison 

Our model ROISegNet is compared with many existing 

models used for ROI segmentation on breast 

thermograms. The existing models used for comparison 

include VGG19 [56], ResNet50 [57], InceptioV3 [58] and 

Atrous Convolution [55].  Table 2 shows the performance 

statistics of different models.   

Segmentati

on Model 

Performance (%) 

Mean 

Precisio

n 

Mean 

IoU 

Score 

Mean 

Accurac

y 

Mea

n 

Dice 

Loss 

VGG19 90.4935 89.525 90.9731 0.023 

ResNet50 92.3403 91.352 92.8297 

0.022

6 

InceptionV3 94.2248 

93.216

4 94.7242 

0.022

1 

Atrous 

Convolution 96.1478 

95.118

8 96.6574 

0.021

7 

ROISegNet 98.1101 

97.062

3 98.6312 

0.020

8 

Table 2: Performance comparison 

0.9863 0.9706 0.9811

0.0213

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

P
e

rf
o

rm
an

ce
 (

%
)

Measures

Performance of the 
Proposed Model

Mean Accuracy Mean IoU Score

Mean Precision Score Mean Dice Loss
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The suggested ROISegNet model's performance is 

contrasted with that of many other models currently in 

use. Figure 12 shows the visualization of mean dice loss 

comparison.  

 

Fig 12: Performance comparison in terms of mean dice 

loss 

Mean dice loss of VGG19 model is 0.023. Mean dice loss 

of ResNet50 is 0.0226, InceptionV3 0.0221 and Atrous 

convolution 0.0217. Lowest dice loss is exhibited by the 

proposed model 0.0208. The suggested model performs 

better than the current models in terms of mean dice loss, 

according to the results. The performance comparison of 

all models is displayed in Figure 13 in terms of mean 

accuracy, mean IoU score, and mean precision. 

 

Fig 13: Performance comparison in terms of mean 

precision, mean IoU score and mean accuracy  

Mean precision value of VGG19 is 90.49%, ResNet50 

92.34%, InceptionV3 94.22%, Atrous Convolution 

96.14% and ROISegNet exhibited 98.11% as mean 

precision score. Mean IoU score of VGG19 is 89.52%, 

ResNet50 91.35%, InceptionV3 93.21%, Atrous 

Convolution 95.11% and ROISegNet exhibited 97.06% as 

mean IoU score. Mean accuracy value of VGG19 is 

90.97%, ResNet50 92.82%, InceptionV3 94.72%, Atrous 

Convolution 96.65% and ROISegNet exhibited 98.63% as 

mean accuracy. From the experimental results, it is 

observed that the proposed model outperformed other 

existing models in ROI segmentation of breast 

thermograms. The rationale behind performance 

improvement of ROISegNet is that, it has different 

optimizations including a decoder module designed to 

extend the model based on Atrous Convolution.  

5. Discussion 

5.1 Limitations 

6. Conclusion and Future Work  

We suggested a deep learning architecture called 

ROISegNet for automatic segmentation of ROI from 

breast thermogram imagery. Our framework uses atrous 

convolution as part of encoder and designs decoder 

module for leveraging efficiency in semantic 

segmentation. The framework is based on the design of 

encoder-decoder made up of atrous convolution as part of 

encoder and a customized decoder network. The given 

input breast thermal image is subjected to efficient 

segmentation to obtain ROI (breast region) which helps in 

automatic detection of abnormalities that might lead to 

breast cancer in future. We proposed an algorithm named 

Learning based Breast ROI Segmentation (LbBROIS) to 

realize our framework. Our empirical study made with the 

benchmark dataset DMR-IR revealed with, ROISegNet 

outperforms existing models such as VGG19, ResNet50, 

InceptionV3 and Atrous Convolution with highest 

accuracy 98.63%. Our framework has a significant 

limitation as it confines to ROI segmentation and does not 

focus on breast cancer detection. In our future work, we 

will develop a novel breast abnormality grading system 

for identifying asymptotic patients.   
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